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My idea of entrepreneurship
Write down 3 key words describing what “entrepreneurship” means to you and
discuss it with your peers.
1.

2.

3.
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Your role models
1. List 3 people that you think are good entrepreneurs, role models for you and
explain why.
Name of
entrepreneur
and
company/sector

List 3 reasons why
you think they are
good entrepreneurs

E1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

E2.

E3.
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What do they
do?

Write down 3
traits/skills that you
think you have in
common with them

2. What do you think being an entrepreneur means? In your opinion, which are some of
the key characteristics (personality traits and soft skills) of a successful
entrepreneur?
Write down one characteristic in each circle and discuss it with your peers.
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3. General definitions of entrepreneurs
There are many different definitions of an Entrepreneur.
Entrepreneurship is the process of designing, launching, and running a new business,
which is often initially a small business. The people who create these businesses are
called entrepreneurs. (Wikipedia)
A person who sets up a business or businesses, taking on financial risks in the hope of
profit. (Oxford Dictionary)
A person who establishes an enterprise with the aim of solving social problems or
effecting social change. (Oxford Dictionary)
What do these definitions have in common?
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4. Collect 3 more definitions of an “Entrepreneur” by asking your peers and write
them below.
1.

2.

3.
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Common traits and general soft skills1 of entrepreneurs

1

Soft skills are a combination of people skills, social skills, communication skills, character or personality traits,
attitudes, career attributes, social intelligence and emotional intelligence quotients, among others, that enable
people to navigate their environment, work well with others, perform well, and achieve their goals with
complementing hard skills (Wikipedia).
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The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework (EntreComp)2
The European Commission published the European Entrepreneurship Competence
Framework (EntreComp) in 2016 and since then it has had an important task in starting
conversations and improving understanding of what it means to be entrepreneurial in all
aspects of life. The framework establishes the importance of entrepreneurship and
initiative and shows how people and organisations can develop this competence to
tackle economic, social and cultural challenges.
Entrepreneurship is a competence for life. Being creative or thinking about how to do
things in new ways is equally relevant to progressing your career or coming up with new
business ideas.
Taking the initiative, mobilising others and getting them on board with your idea are
useful skills when fundraising for your local sports team, or establishing a new social
enterprise. Understanding how to put a plan into action and use finances wisely are
relevant for your own life and for business planning in a small or medium-sized company
(SME).
EntreComp is made up of 3 competence areas: Ideas & Opportunities, Resources, and
Into Action. Each area contains 5 competences, and together these make up the 15
competences that individuals use to discover and act upon opportunities and ideas.

2

EntreComp: The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework
EntreComp Into Action
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The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework (EntreComp)
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Take your quick Entrecomp Framework competences Self-assessment test
(START)
Please assess your competencies by marking the correspondent grade for each competence listed
below as explained in the assessment grades grid below.
1 – I can’t
do it

2 – I would need a lot
of help to do it

3 - I could do it
with some help

4 - I might be able to
do it alone

5 - I can definitely
do it alone

NOTE: this test shall also be available as a standalone handout and will be completed at the start and
the end of the Lesson to help you identifying your progress.

Entrecomp Framework competences Self-assessment
test
Competence

1

2

Spotting Opportunities: use your
imagination and abilities to identify
opportunities for creating value
Creativity: develop creative and
purposeful ideas

Vision: work towards your vision of the
future
3

Valuing Ideas: make the most of ideas
and opportunities
4

Ethical & Sustainable Thinking: assess
the consequences and impact of ideas,
opportunities and actions
5

6

10

Self-Awareness & Self-Efficacy: believe
in yourself and keep developing

Definition
• Can you spot opportunities to create
value in the world around you?
• Do you see challenges around you that
need to be solved?
• Can you come up with different or
innovative ways to solve a problem?
• Can you come up with different ideas
which create value?
● Can you imagine what you want to
achieve in the future?
● Do you see the steps you need to take to
achieve that future?
● Can you visualise the way forward to help
guide your own effort and actions?
• Can you make a judgement on the kind of
value that an idea could have e.g. social,
cultural and/or economic value?
• Can you see how to get the most value
out of that idea?
• Can you assess the consequences of an
idea e.g. on the community, society, the
environment and the economy?
• Do you know how to assess whether an
entrepreneurial idea is sustainable i.e.
whether it could last long term?
• Do you act responsibly in the actions you
take?
• Do you have aspirations and goals?
• Do you know what your strengths and
weaknesses are?
• Do you believe that you have the ability to

Your
mark
from 1
to 5

Motivation & perseverance: stay focused
and don't give up
7

Mobilising resources: gather and manage
the resources you need
8

Financial & economic literacy: develop
financial and economic know how
9

Mobilising others: inspire, enthuse and
get others on board
10

Taking initiative: go for it
11

Planning & management: prioritize,
organise and follow-up
12

Coping with uncertainty, ambiguity &
risk: making decisions dealing with
uncertainty, ambiguity and risk
13

14

11

Working with others: team up,
collaborate and network

shape your own future, even if things are
difficult?
• If you have an idea, are you determined to
turn the idea into action?
• Are you prepared to be patient and keep
trying to achieve an idea?
• Are you able to stay motivated even when
working under pressure or when things get
difficult?
• Do you know how to get and manage
different resources needed to make an
idea happen?
• Are you able and willing to look for
different help needed to help you
complete a task or action? Or to ask for
help?
• Can you estimate the costs of turning an
idea into action?
• Can you create a financial plan?
• Can you manage financing to make sure
that an action can last long term?
• Can you communicate your ideas to
others?
• Can you inspire and enthuse other people
about your ideas?
• Can you persuade others to provide the
support you need to put an idea into
action?
• Are you someone who is willing to take up
new challenges?
• Are you someone who will try out a new
idea?
• Are you able to work independently to
achieve goals, stick to intentions and carry
out planned tasks?
• Do you set yourself goals?
• Are you good at planning priorities and
designing an action plan?
• Are you able to easily adapt if changes in
plans are needed?
• Are you comfortable making decisions
when things are uncertain or you only have
some of the necessary information?
• Do you feel able to weigh up the risks and
benefits of following different actions?
• Do you feel comfortable in situations
where circumstances are changing
quickly?
• Do you feel comfortable working with
others in group projects?
• Do you like meeting and networking with
new people?

Learning through experience: learn by
doing
15

• Do you feel comfortable solving conflicts
that may arise when working in groups?
• Do you look back and try to learn from
things you do in life, your experiences?
• Do you recognise your successes?
• Do you turn failures into positives by
learning from them?
- Do you learn from others e.g. the people
around you or mentors in your life?

Go through your marks and write down the areas where they were below 3 that you need to
improve.

Critical areas needing improvement and growth

OERs (Open Educational Resources) on the EntreComp competences

OERs list for EntreComp competences
Competence
Ideas & Opportunities
1.1 Spotting opportunities
Use your imagination and
abilities to identify
opportunities for creating
value
1.2 Creativity
Develop creative and
purposeful ideas
1.3 Vision
Work towards your vision of
the future
12

OERs

Brief description

4 ways to spot more
business opportunities:
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/298594

4 ways to spot more business
opportunities: Don’t wait for the
opportunity go find the opportunity,
whether it’s a trading opportunity or a
simple small business opportunity.

11 creative ways to
generate great business
ideas:
https://istarthub.net/11-crea
tive-ways-to-generate-grea
t-business-ideas/

11 creative ways to generate great
business ideas: Ideas give the start to
everything. Though it may seem quite
easy to generate cool business ideas,
sometimes you just cannot find
inspiration for this. Or lack of
information prevents you from coming

1.4 Valuing ideas
Make the most of ideas and
opportunities
1.5 Ethical & sustainable
thinking
Assess the consequences
and impact of ideas,
opportunities and actions

up with a really successful idea for your
next startup.
Vision, the starting point in
defining your business:
https://www.covenantgroup
.com/vision-the-starting-po
int-in-defining-your-busines
s/

Vision: the starting point in defining
your business: Your Vision is your
mental picture of the direction in which
you want to take your business. It is the
goal for your business towards which
you are working.

How to evaluate your
business idea:
https://www.covenantgroup
.com/vision-the-starting-po
int-in-defining-your-busines
s/

How to evaluate your business idea? As
entrepreneurs, we all dream about
coming up with ‘the next big thing.’ But
as every small business owner will tell
you, these early stages can make or
break your company.

A simple guide to
sustainable business
practices for aspiring
entrepreneurs:
https://ecowarriorprincess.
net/2019/09/guide-sustain
able-business-practices-as
piring-entrepreneurs/
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A simple guide to sustainable business
practices for aspiring entrepreneurs

Global market opportunity
assessment:
https://globaledge.msu.edu/
content/onlinecoursemodul
es/26/global-market-oppor
tunity-assessment/player.ht
ml

Learning module on assessing
opportunities for global growth.

Creativity in
learning-about and learn
by doing activities:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/developing-new
-products-and-services/vie
w

Developing New Products and Services
includes the following topics:
entrepreneurship, technology and
product life cycles, product and service
versioning, product line optimization,
creativity, lock-in real options, business
valuation, and project management.

How to create a vision
board:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/authoring/56868-how-t
o-create-a-vision-board/vie
w

The participants will:
1. Reflect on goals for themselves for a
set point in the future
2. Use the art form of collage to
manipulate materials and create
artwork that symbolizes those goals
and visions

The value of business
models:

By the end of this course, you will be
able to structure your thinking and

https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/the-value-of-bu
siness-models/view

communicate your business model
ideas and learn how to improve your
own business.

Business ethics:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/business-ethics
-2/view

Business Ethics is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of
the single-semester business ethics
course. This title includes innovative
features designed to enhance student
learning, including case studies,
application scenarios, and links to video
interviews with executives, all of which
help instill in students a sense of ethical
awareness and responsibility.

Where does creativity
hire?
https://www.ted.com/talks/
amy_tan_where_does_crea
tivity_hide#t-8292

5 ways to unlock your
entrepreneurial creativity?
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/332213

Why introspection
matters?
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=s-NiJzwdN0Y

The battle between your
present and your future
self:
https://www.ted.com/talks/
daniel_goldstein_the_battle
_between_your_present_an
d_future_self#t-1247
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TED Talk with transcript/subtitles
available in 48 languages. The talk
describes how we can utilize our human
nature and previous experiences to
spot opportunities in life and how we
value these opportunities and certain
situations. Includes Neuropsychology
and research debating nature/nurture
of human creativity and how we acquire
this.
This article guides potential
entrepreneurs to become more creative
by providing tips and tricks to follow in
their business journey. A good starting
point for any Pre-startup entrepreneur.
A video that explains why introspection
of yourself and your vision matters. It is
important to know your own interests,
passions and value of your business
idea to be able to make the most of
opportunities. Recognizing the
importance and added value of yourself
as well as your business helps to
motivate yourself.
A video that explores the way that every
decision we make leads to a
consequence and contributes to our
future. Each action we take can lead us
down a different path. States the
importance of having a clear vision and
assessing each action we take and how
this can impact on our longer-term goal
and future self.

How to create a killer
personal brand?
https://good.co/blog/person
al-brand-worksheet/

How to get better at
spotting opportunities:
https://hbr.org/2013/05/ho
w-to-get-better-at-spotting
6 proven way to increase
your creativity:
https://www.forbes.com/sit
es/deeppatel/2017/07/30/
6-proven-ways-to-increase
-your-creativity/#1e2747fa
4295
Time capsule:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?time_continue=103&v
=MV5lzMclx7Y&feature=e
mb_logo

This article from HBR develops the
concept of "promotion focus" in order
to identify new opportunities
This video from Forbes explains that by
focusing on some activities and
developing patterns, you will develop
your creativity

This short video from 1987 shows how
Apple would run the computer world in
1997. It is interesting to see how in the
80's they were imagining the future

What's the value of an
idea?
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/273649
Sustainable thinking,
Museo Salvatore
Ferragamo:
https://www.ferragamo.com
/shop/fra/fr/sf/world-of-ferr
agamo/hot-topics/sustaina
ble-thinking--125030

This article explains that too often we
value execution rather than ideas but it
is not so easy to be able to imagine new
ideas.

Where good ideas come
from:
https://youtu.be/NugRZGDb
PFU

"Where good ideas come from" Ted
Talk by the author Steve Johnson and
animated by the RSA about how ideas
are generated and creative
collaboration leads to innovation.

Brainstorming techniques
and ideas to help generate
creativity individually or as
a group:
https://youtu.be/-QIGWIxp_
Co
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This article, combined with its free
worksheet, can help Pre-startups to be
creative and use their artistic and
passionate nature to create an amazing
brand for their potential business! It
offers step-by-step guidance of how to
create appealing branding and also
offers "do's and dont's" tips for new
businesses.

Exhibit about Ferragamo work using
recycling materials to develop high
quality products

Brainstorming techniques and ideas to
help generate creativity individually or
as a group and value ideas.

French entrepreneur
support website :
http://www.100jourspouren
treprendre.fr/entreprendre
pasapas/7-astuces-pour-bo
oster-sa-creativite-entrepre
neuriale/
How to support business
opportunities and make
most of them:
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/298594
Ethical and sustainable
thinking for
entrepreneurship:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=Hg_tEWqB--s
Self-awareness and
self-efficacy:
https://startupnation.com/s
tart-your-business/developpowerful-belief/
Resources
2.1 Self-awareness &
self-efficacy
Believe in yourself and keep
developing
2.2 Motivation &
perseverance
Stay focused and don’t give
up
2.3 Mobilising resources
Gather and manage the
resources you need
2. 4 Financial & economic
literacy
Develop financial and
economic know-how
2.5 Mobilising others
Inspire, enthuse and get
others on board
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Motivation and
perseverance:
https://www.vectormarketin
g.com/app/vector-blog/thekey-to-success-is-persever
ance
Mobilising resources:
https://smallbusiness.chron.
com/5-resources-need-suc
ceed-start-business-23.ht
ml

Article from French entrepreneur
support website on ways to boost
creativity and ideas generation.

Article on how to sport business
opportunities and make the most of
them.

Video from Bantani Education
explaining what ethical and sustainable
thinking means for entrepreneurship.

11 Strategies to Develop a Powerful
Belief in Yourself

Entrepreneurial Mindset: The Key to
Success is Perseverance

5 resources you need to succeed to
start a business

Financial and economic
literacy:
https://www.quora.com/Asa-beginner-how-do-I-start-t
o-learn-finance-and-econo
mics

As a beginner, how do I start to learn
finance and economics?

Mobilizing others:
https://blog.close.com/howto-inspire-others-to-be-mo
re-entrepreneurial

How to inspire others to be more
entrepreneurial

Self-awareness /
self-understanding:

A set of instructional videos paired with
a simple assessment. Learners that get

https://badges.newworldof
work.org/quiz/self-awarene
ss

Grit and perseverance:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/grit-and-persev
erance/view

Drive folders:
https://drive.google.com/dr
ive/folders/0B79cGEycvdRI
fmZVUTcwN1MweWhycW9
FaXNqLTNpMVU1dlBQR2Z
2aDBKeFNlYVQxakx0M00
RESources, Sustainable
Schools-resource
consumption:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/authoring/54553-re-sou
rces-sustainable-schools-re
source-consumptio/view
Financial Education
learning standards:
https://www.k12.wa.us/stud
ent-success/resources-subj
ect-area/financial-educatio
n/financial-education-k-12-l
earning-standards
Reaching a compromise:
http://www.oercommons.or
g/courses/reaching-a-comp
romise-everyday-leadershi
p/view
Where to find motivation
when you need it?
https://www.headwaycapita
l.com/blog/find-motivationneed/
Why a lack of
self-awareness could ruin
17

a passing score are awarded a digital
badge
Grit in psychology is a positive,
non-cognitive trait based on an
individual's passion for a particular
long-term goal or end state coupled
with a powerful motivation to achieve
their respective objective. This
perseverance of effort promotes the
overcoming of obstacles or challenges
that lie within a gritty individual's path to
accomplishment and serves as a driving
force in achievement realization.

Students will compare and contrast
renewable and non-renewable
resources, and construct an argument
from evidence showing how human
populations affect the consumption of
natural resources.

“understand the importance of work
and finance and how performance,
effort, and decisions directly affect
future career and educational
opportunities.”
This OER / CC-licensed video clip on
leadership, health management, and
compromise is one of more than 400
OER videos on leadership and
management, shot in more than 12
countries.
Article with info graphics and diagrams
to help people learn what type of
person, and therefore what type of
motivation you need to stay focused
and not give up!
Article that emphasizes the importance
of being self-aware and its direct effect

your career?
https://www.inc.com/ilya-po
zin/lack-of-self-awarenesscould-ruin-your-career.html
?cid=search

on work/careers and professional
development. It is essential to be
self-aware in a business world,
especially when aspiring to create own
business. Provides 4 top tips as a
checklist to assess and reflect on an
individual’s self-awareness.

How the biggest failure can
turn into the biggest
success?
https://www.forbes.com/sit
es/deniserestauri/2017/06/
28/how-the-biggest-failure
-can-turn-into-the-biggestsuccess/#29a15c534636

This podcast episode allows us to
reflect on past situations and methods
we have tried that may have failed. In
order to improve our strategy and do
better next time - reflection is key! We
can mobilize our already existing
resources as well as building upon life
experiences to succeed and turn
ourselves into a huge success!

Fundamentals Finance
basics:
https://www.globalfinances
chool.com/blog-post/funda
mentals-finance-basics

How great leaders inspire
action?
https://www.ted.com/talks/
simon_sinek_how_great_le
aders_inspire_action/transc
ript?language=en
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Article introducing the fundamentals of
finance to familiarize people with
terminology and enhance their
economic literacy.
TED Talk with subtitles/narration
available in 48 languages. The talk
describes how good leaders are able to
inspire and encourage others around
them to work towards the same goal.
Mobilizing others through inspiration
and good communication to get others
on board with their vision.

Increase your
self-awareness with one
simple fix:
https://www.ted.com/talks/
tasha_eurich_increase_you
r_self_awareness_with_one
_simple_fix

Ted talk on positive psychology

Powerful inspirational true
story…Never give up!
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=kZlXWp6vFdE

Inspirational video of an athlete injured
but who decides to finish his race

What makes an
entrepreneur ecosystem?
https://salon.thefamily.co/w
hat-makes-an-entrepreneur
ial-ecosystem-815f4e0498
04

This article from a French VC explains
what is an entrepreneurial ecosystem
and how finance should play its part to
develop businesses

Super inspiring leaders
have these 33
characteristics:
https://www.business2com
munity.com/infographics/su
per-inspiring-leaders-havethese-33-characteristics-in
fographic-02190082
Mobilizing resources for
startups types problems
and solution
entrepreneurship
business:
https://www.businessmana
gementideas.com/startups/
mobilising-resources-for-st
artups-types-problems-and
-solution-entrepreneurshipbusiness/18188
Self-efficacy for
entrepreneurs:
https://pt.coursera.org/lectu
re/corporate-entrepreneurs
-opportunity/do-you-havehigh-self-efficacy-cSNec
Entrepreneurship setting
https://www.erudit.org/fr/re
vues/ipme/2018-v31-n2-ip
me03869/1049964ar.pdf

This article explains what kind of
resources an entrepreneur should
mobilize in order to develop his start up

Coursera video on self-efficacy for
entrepreneurs

Scholarly article on ethical
entrepreneurship setting out the
definitions, trends, aspects (in French).

L’importance de la
persévérance pour
atteindre le succès :
https://nospensees.fr/limpo
rtance-de-la-perseverancepour-atteindre-le-succes/

Article about perseverance to attain
your goals (in French)

Mobilizing resources:
http://siteresources.worldb
ank.org/INTKYRGYZ/Resou
rces/Resource_Mobilization
.pdf

World Bank document on ow to go
about mobilizing resources

2 ways to mobilize people
around you:
https://leadershipfreak.blog
/2013/05/25/12-ways-to-co
nnect-and-mobilize-people/
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Infographic revealing characteristics of
inspiring leaders

Article with tips and advice on how to
mobilize people around you.

Taking the initiative:
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/252444
Planning and management:
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/219424

Into Action
3.1 Taking the initiative
Go for it
3.2 Planning & management
Prioritise, organise and
follow up
3.3 Coping with uncertainty,
ambiguity & risk
Make decisions dealing with
uncertainty, ambiguity and
risk
3.4 Working with others
Team up, collaborate and
network
3.5 Learning through
experience
Learn by doing
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8 Initiatives That Can Supercharge Your
Startup
How Business Planning Leads to Better
Management

Coping with uncertainty,
ambiguity and risk:
http://ecosystemapp.net/w
p-content/uploads/2017/08
/13-Coping-with-uncertaint
y-ambiguity-and-risk.pdf

Coping with uncertainty, ambiguity and
risks: For an entrepreneur, every day
there is something new, something
changing, so a good entrepreneurial
mind will adapt and shift. Being able to
cope with uncertainty means being able
to learn to adapt.

Working with others:
https://www.entrepreneur.c
om/article/314929

7 ways to get better at working with
others: Success is impossible without
communication and collaboration.
While your business idea might begin in
your head, in order to scale your
company, you’re going to need other
people to help realize and execute your
vision.

Learning through
experience:
https://smallbiztrends.com/
2015/06/learning-by-doing
-entrepreneurship.html

Learning by doing and entrepreneurship

Problem solving module:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courseware/module/153
31/overview

By the end of this section, you will be
able to: Describe problem solving
strategies; Define algorithm and
heuristic; Explain some common
roadblocks to effective problem solving

Principles of management:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/principles-of-m
anagement-3/view

This course is organized around the
well-established planning, organizing,
leading, and controlling framework (or,
simply, P-O-L-C). Three underlying
themes carry throughout: strategic
thinking, entrepreneurial thinking, and
active management.

Strategic planning:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/strategic-planni
ng/view

This course provides an overall
understanding of how to do a strategic
plan. The course outlines the entire
strategic planning process.

The Gratitude Tree:
https://www.oercommons.o

The participants will:
1. Reflect on the blessings they have in
their lives

rg/authoring/56862-gratitu
de-tree/view

Learning, Thinking and
Doing:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/learning-thinkin
g-and-doing

Working with others:
https://www.oercommons.o
rg/courses/key-skill-assess
ment-unit-working-with-ot
hers

How do we learn? Understanding 'how'
is the key to learning more effectively.
This unit looks at the three main
categories of theories: the acquisitive,
constructivist and experiential models
of learning. There is no right way to
learn but developing an active approach
will ensure that you are open to new
ideas.
Working in a group is about
communicating effectively, contributing
ideas, listening and receiving feedback,
and leading or following as appropriate.
Developing your skills means thinking
about and planning the tasks the group
needs to do, negotiating with others to
develop shared goals and purpose,
collaborating to achieve agreed results
and then reviewing the approach.

10 rules of success for
entrepreneurs:
https://oercommons.s3.am
azonaws.com/media/course
ware/relatedresource/file/L
esson_8_-_10_Rules_of_Su
ccess_for_Entrepreneurs.p
df

PDF document with a toolkit of 10
essential rules for aspiring
entrepreneurs in business. These 10
rules help guide entrepreneurs to get
into action and take the initiative when
embarking on their entrepreneurial
journey.

Finish what you start
manifesto:
https://personalexcellence.
co/blog/finish-what-you-sta
rt-manifesto/

Short article detailing 10 top tips to
ensure good work management and
progress. The tips help you to prioritize
tasks and follow up tasks to finish what
you started and celebrate your progress
in your entrepreneurial journey!

5 tips for successful
networking for
entrepreneurs:
https://medium.com/@Pcg
montgomery/5-tips-for-suc
cessful-networking-for-entr
epreneurs-9ce96404ecd8
Understanding action
learning:
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2. Create art elements using line, color
and symmetry with nature as their
inspiration

Article that provides 5 essential tips for
entrepreneurs who want to network like
a pro! This resource gives practical
advice on how to make great
connections with like-minded people, as
well as, spot potential business
opportunities.
A series of webpages and articles
explaining the importance of action

https://managementhelp.or
g/training/methods/action-l
earning.htm

How to stop caring about
things that don’t matter:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=FCp5mu913Q

An interview with a famous writer that
provides us with a new way of looking at
opportunities and challenges in our life.
It encourages us to not care or stress
over uncertainty, ambiguity or risk.
Instead, we should focus our attention
and work to things that we can do to
bring a positive change and develop
ourselves to grow professionally as well
as personally.

How to be proactive and
take initiative?
https://www2.deloitte.com/
ca/en/pages/careers/article
s/how-to-be-proactive-andtake-initiative.html

This article from Deloitte gives steps to
get better in proactivity

Management and
entrepreneurship planning:
https://fr.slideshare.net/Raj
endraPrasad34/manageme
nt-and-entrepreneurship-pl
anning
Risk intelligent decision
making:
https://www2.deloitte.com/
us/en/insights/deloitte-revi
ew/issue-7/risk-intelligentdecision-making.html
Turning design thinking to
design doing:
https://ssir.org/articles/entr
y/turning_design_thinking_
to_design_doing
Simple habits to help your
work well with others:
https://www.forbes.com/sit
es/joshsteimle/2015/02/18/
30-simple-habits-to-help-y
ou-work-well-with-others/#
13f1885864b5
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learning. The resources encourage
individuals to learn through experience
and question situations/challenges they
face in order to find action points to test
them and if successful, incorporate this
experience into their life to excel in
business and entrepreneurialism.

Slideshow on management and
entrepreneurship

This article from Deloitte presents Risk
intelligence and how to deal with
uncertainty

Stanford article on Design Thinking and
design doing

Tips from Forbes on how to work well
with your entourage

Psychology-based
business training shown to
boost small businesses:
https://youtu.be/DJLBKsi95
7Y
Don’t manage time,
manage focus:
https://youtu.be/R7cUvp3X
nYs
5 ways to cope with
uncertainty:
https://www.realsimple.com
/work-life/life-strategies/co
pe-uncertainty
30 simple habits to help
you work well with others:
https://www.forbes.com/sit
es/joshsteimle/2015/02/18/
30-simple-habits-to-help-y
ou-work-well-with-others/#
2468897364b5
How we all learn naturally:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=aF63HHVbpQ8
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World Bank video showcasing
psychological training to boost small
business entrepreneurship and
motivation.

Ted talk on time management and
priorities.

Article with tips and techniques to help
cope with uncertainty

Forbes article on how to work well with
other people.

Sprouts video on learning by doing

